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The exact magnitude or these effects are ess-
ential In the study of neutron activation cross
section, specially in the c?se of (n,p) and (n ,<)
reaction, where the cross section are few tens of
ab or less in magnitude. Actually in the neutron
activation analysis) the s mi pies and the solid
angles are large to get good statistics) complex
corrections have to be applied for the self scatt-
ering and self absorption effect in the target and
pile-up effect in the detector. Taking special
care of the above corrections experimentally by the
" Simulation technique " /1/t which enables the
exact magnitude of corrections to be known precis-
ely.

The sample whose cross-section Is to be meas-
ured is mixed uniformly with Al aluminium powder
(monitor). This mixture is then pressed into a
form of pellets of diameter 2 cm. and thickness
•2 - .3 cm each. Three or four such pellets comp-
rise the cylindrical experiment*! target for neu-
tron Irradiation. - Before irradiating however,
relative efficiency measurements are made, for a
predetermined target - detector geoeetry, using a
thin uniform disc of standard Bu - 152 source,
having same diameter as a target, This disc Is
then carefully kept between the pellets success!-
velly taking position between first *nd second,
second *»nd third and so on. At each position
the standard Bu-152 spectrum i s recorded. The
respective position are designated as (0 ,3) 9 ( l ,2) ,
(£>!)»(3*0), where the left hand side number in
e»eh bracket represents the number of absorber
pellet standing between the detector and the disc
source.

The averpge of the four spectra, so taken,
wjuld represent the spectrum of a " Simulated n

cylindrical : ource of Eu-152 In wfciah self
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Flg.(l) Relative photopeak effl-
'•rs: ^s clency Vs energy

Selfabsorp. and self
scatt. effects for »s-75

absorption and self scattering effects due to the
target material are fully t»ken In to account,
experimentally. To get an Idea of the exten of
attenuation for various photons energies, the above
experiment Is repeated with Bu-152 disc source
alone In the above position without the absorber
pellets.

The results are shown In figures for Arsenic
(As-75) sample with threa pellets. The relative
photopeak efficiency Vs energy using Bu-152 source
is shown In flgure(l). The self absorption and
self scattering effects Is shown In figure (2),

j

The above ln-s l tu efficiency measurement will
give exact mpgnltude of error envoived In determ-
ination the cross — section which Is to be correc-
ted.

/ 1 / J , Bama Rso e t . a l , Nucl. Inst r . and Method
B17 (1966) 368.
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